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Reading statistics indicate that millions of American adults are poor readers or functionally illiterate.
Reading deficiencies are not just a personal problem; they are a national problem. Concerns for U.S.
educational quality often mire in fractious, political debate, while classroom teachers battle uphill
to help today’s students overcome those odds. But there is hope. A JMU graduate student, a professor
and a Virginia school system are working together to change young lives.
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How one JMU
grad student,
a professor and
an elementary
school faculty
are removing
roadblocks

Second-grade students in Ressie
Jeffries Elementary School listen
to their teacher Sandy Sinclair.
Students are benefitting from
Ressie Jeffries teacher and JMU
alumna Rheannon Sorrells
(’04, ’llM), who asked her former
JMU professor how to improve
her students’ reading skills.
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A First-Grade
Classroom

As I walk into Jaime Marion’s (’04)
class, it’s hard not to smile. The chairs
and desks are comically small; bright
backpacks hang from a set of hooks
along the wall down around waist level,
and 15 little faces all look up at me (an
unexpected visitor) as if a giant rabbit
had just hopped into the room. Walking into a first-grade classroom — for
someone not used to it — can be an
Alice in Wonderland experience. So it felt
to me, when I went to see JMU education professor Allison Kretlow conduct
a “coaching session” for reading teachers
at Ressie Jeffries Elementary School in
Warren County, Va.
Allison Kretlow is here today, as she
has been nearly every week, sometimes
two or three times, for a year and a half to
“coach” teachers on the techniques of RtI
(Response to Intervention) a researchbased reading instruction method. I find
myself hunkering down on a toadstool of
a chair at a half-moon table. Kretlow and
Marion sit on the straight-edged side of
the table and four students are called over
(three boys and a girl). They scoot their
chairs up around the curved side. The girl
informs us with a huge grin that today
is her birthday, and both Kretlow and
Marion dote on her before it’s time to get
down to business.
Marion pulls out a laminated card
with a seemingly random set of phonemes, (all dipthongs and diagraphs to
be technical): Ay, ee, oo, sh, ch, th.

The drill begins. Marion methodically
prompts the students, pointing at each
phoneme one at a time and cueing, “I
say ‘ay’. You say ‘___?’.” The kids repeat
her sounds in perfect unison. She guides
them through variations on that same
exercise, sometimes with simple pointing and no verbal prompt, sometimes by
requiring students to “sound it out the
silent way and then read it out the fast
way.” The kids perform well. Kretlow
then repeats one of the exercises, modeling for Marion a few subtle differences in
how to pace and pause in order to assure
all four kids are responding in unison,
and better allowing Marion to assess for
hesitations or other signs of difficulty.
Next, the students are given small whiteboards and erasable markers, and Marion
conducts some drills with a writing component. It’s very sweet to see kids getting
such a kick out of applying erasable ink to a
white-board, but adding
the tactile is purposeful
and sound pedagogy.
Effective reading
instruction takes a lot
of skill and knowledge.

Allison Kretlow, JMU professor of education,
works with first-grade teacher Jaime Marion
(‘04) on helping students with word recognition via the Response to Intervention way.

In the short breaks between the minilessons, I listen to Kretlow and Marion
discussing their craft; the conversation
is peppered with jargon. “There were
some medial vowel issues,” Kretlow says
at one point. “As long as you’re adding
and not supplanting,” she adds later. It’s
a pleasure to watch these two professionals honing technique on “subvocals,” and
“blending,” and “automaticity.”
One of the fundamental aspects of
Kretlow’s work at Ressie Jeffries is that
she is there frequently. “It takes at least
14 contact hours before real change in
teacher development takes place,” says
Kretlow. And so, it’s meant many long
drives from JMU to Front Royal and back
to her home in Crozet. Fortunately, the
work has produced encouraging results.
In fact, the work Kretlow has done at
Ressie has been so effective that Warren
County school officials have requested
that she help implement RtI in all five
elementary schools. That process has

‘This unassuming elementary school is
like many other schools across America with a
friendly office staff, hard-working teachers and
administrators, and about 600 students ...’
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Rheannon —
The Spark
Ressie Jeffries Elementary School is
about an hour’s drive north of JMU.
The school is a typical brick building
nestled into the scenic foothills of the
Blue Ridge Mountains in Front Royal.
This unassuming elementary school is
like many other schools across America
with a friendly office staff, hard-working
teachers and administrators, and about

600 students harrumphing, fidgeting,
singing, drawing, playing and undergoing the often amorphous experience of
learning. Like many such schools, Ressie
Jeffries has a good number of students
who come from low socio-economic
backgrounds. Sixty-five percent of the
students at Ressie qualify for free or
reduced lunches. As statistics have borne
out, such schools often struggle to meet
objectives.
Fortunately, one of Ressie Jeffries’
dedicated teachers is Rheannon Sorrells
(’04, ’11M), now in her seventh year
of teaching. Sorrells can still remember
how great it felt to land her first teaching job right there in her hometown of
Front Royal. It didn’t take long, however, for her to realize that her school
was one in crisis. In 2008, 246 of the
school’s 500 students tested below grade
level in reading. In 2009 the school
failed to meet Annual Yearly Progress —
the benchmark by which No Child Left

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol34/iss3/18

Behind determines whether schools are
classified as succeeding or failing.
In 2009, Sorrells, who had taught
kindergarten, second and third grade
in previous years, asked to be given a
first-grade teaching assignment. “Having
experienced up through third grade, I
knew that many of our students were not
reading on grade level,” Sorrells explains.
“First-grade is that critical year in reading instruction. I wanted that challenge,
but I was overwhelmed by the various
programs we used at our school.”
Around this time, Ressie’s principal,
Lisa Rudacille, was actively exploring
new strategies for tackling the reading
deficiencies at her school. One of those
options was RtI. Coincidentally, Sorrells, who was pursuing a master’s degree
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already begun as Kretlow and former
Ressie principal Lisa Rudacille teach a
Specialized Reading Interventions course
to 20 teachers, Title 1 reading coaches
and district instructional leaders in Warren County through JMU’s Outreach
Center in the College of Education.
When asked how this all came to
be, Kretlow mentions one of her JMU
students. “It all started with Rheannon
Sorrells,” she says with a smile.

Rheannon Sorrells (’04, ’11M) works with
first-graders at Ressie Jeffries Elementary
School in Warren County, Va. With help from
her JMU professor, Sorrells is seeing much
improvement in her students’ reading skills.
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at JMU, began to hear about RtI in
her Specialized Reading Interventions
EXED504 course taught by Kretlow.
One day after class, Sorrells approached
her professor and asked what it would
take to fully implement RtI at Ressie.
Sorrells did not quite expect the reaction she got from Kretlow. “She got really
excited,” Sorrells recalls, “and told me to
let my principal know that if she needed
any help to contact her.” Rudacille jumped
on the opportunity to harness some expert
advice, and a partnership was born.
Both Sorrells and Kretlow are quick
to credit Rudacille for being proactive.
“Without Lisa, none of this would have
ever happened, truly,” Kretlow says. “She
was open enough to realize her school
needed support, and she opened her staff
up to new ideas. Rudacille was promoted
to director of professional development at
the end of 2010, and now the county has
committed itself to implementing RtI in
all of its elementary and middle schools.

Response to
Intervention
Reading deficiencies are a national problem. A majority of Americans read at the
fourth-grade level, and efforts to combat
this issue have resulted in some unintended
repercussions. “Statistics have shown that
a disproportionately high number of students in America are being labeled with
disabilities,” Kretlow says. That is especially
true of minority males. “RtI grew out of
this concern for the accurate identification
of students with disabilities.”
According to the precepts of RtI, much
of the deficits in reading abilities have
more to do with the methods of teaching
instruction than with the innate abili-
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ties of the students. Also, students are
individually different and one formula
does not equal across-the-board success.
Another precept is that elementary school
teachers are, on the whole, not well
trained in teaching reading.
There also is incomplete data on
individual students that prevents teachers from focusing on the specific needs
of each individual student. Teachers are
not implementing research-based, bestpractice methods.
Kretlow explains how the Response to
Intervention program responds to these
problems. “There’s been a paradigm shift
in the last 10 years,” she says. “It used to
be that kids had to show significant failure
before schools would respond to them
specifically. But with the advancement of
effective diagnostic tools, schools can now
evaluate students more effectively and
put in place methods that will help them
before they are labeled as disabled.”
Some fundamentals of good reading
instruction are not unique to RtI. Educators have long agreed on the need to focus
on certain basic principles: phonemic
awareness, alphabetic principle, fluency,
vocabulary and comprehension. These
components are the cornerstones of most
methods of reading instruction. What
makes RtI different and so effective is the
strategy of diagnosing students early and
often, and determining how much support each student needs. A three-tiered
method is then employed based on each
individual’s needs. Students who are the
most advanced of readers are provided
with Tier 1 support, while the students
with the most needs are provided with
Tier 3 support, which includes more time
providing intensive support to smaller
groups (usually one to three students) and

JMU education professor and reading specialist Allison Kretlow (center, yellow shirt)
worked with Ressie Jeffries Elementary
faculty numerous times during the 2010–11
academic year.

more work with the teacher modeling in
a more systematic manner. Tier 3 support
includes more assessment as well to better
mark the progress of each student whose
data is charted along a line with goals so
that teachers and parents can see that the
child is moving toward the goal.

Implementing RtI
Any experienced educator knows that new
theories and methods about improving
instruction frequently crop up, and one can
easily guess what the reaction of Ressie’s
experienced teachers must have been when
they were told that a professor from JMU
would be coming to the school regularly to
revamp the way they were teaching.
“Change can be scary and usually comes
with some resistance,” says Sorrells. “I
think initially, the overall reaction was
‘Oh, great, something else we have to do.’
However, I think once our staff saw that
Dr. Kretlow was going to be by our side
throughout the process — that it wasn’t
just a one-shot workshop and off you go
sort of thing — there was a sense of relief.”
In fact, sustainable support is paramount in Kretlow’s mind as she implements RtI in Warren County. For RtI to
be effective the entire school would have
to “buy into” the idea. Also, certain staff
members would need to undergo specific
training to become “coaches” who could
assist teachers in the coming years and
thus maintain the research-based bestpractice methods promoted in RtI.
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Credit where
credit is due
The current principal at Ressie Jeffries,
Antoinette Funk, is proud of the progress
made at her school since Kretlow’s introduction of RtI. “This year we have seen
a reduction of students identified in our
Tier 2 and Tier 3 programs,” says Funk.
“The percentages range by grade level,
but in some grade levels we have seen a
50 to 61 percent reduction of students
classified as Tier 3 readers. This is worth
celebrating with all staff because each of
them has played such an important role
in helping the students succeed.”
Funk is clearly impressed with Kretlow.
“She understands the daily challenges that
teachers face. Therefore, she relates well
to each of our staff. She has offered lots of
support and modeling to our teachers.”
Kretlow is quick to return the compliment, praising Funk’s leadership. “It is
not an easy task to take over a school
that has lots of students below grade
level, much less a school that is in the
middle of a school reform effort.”
Kretlow also mentions the help she
received from JMU faculty colleague
Christy Bartholomew. “I came to JMU

with an already
developed coaching
model,” Kretlow
says, “but Christy
helped me broaden
it to include teacher
perspectives. Her
specific contribution JMU education professor Christy Bartholomew helps bring the
included developing teacher’s prospective to the Response to Intervention method.
focus groups with
all teachers three
The Game
times a year, to talk with them about
Back in Marion’s first-grade class, the
their perspectives, barriers to improving
kids are insisting that it is time for the
instruction and overall needs. This was
“word game.” Kretlow had earlier sugincredibly instrumental in what I have
gested they might play this so-called
been able to do with the teachers because
“game” but now she seems hesitant.
I have been able to design all of the trainShe shakes her head. “I don’t know,”
ing to meet their individual needs versus
she teases. “Miss Marion might win...”
the typical ‘top down’ training teachers
and suddenly the kids are indignant.
receive from districts.”
“I..I..we’ve played her lots of times,” the
Kretlow is most effusive when she talks
about the teachers at Ressie Jeffries. “Hon- birthday girl stammers excitedly searching for the right words before they come
estly, the teachers have truly amazed me
spilling out in one great torrent of a senbecause of their openness and constant
tence. “I… we…we always win; we win
devotion to the students. They’re the ones
every time; every time we’ve played her
who have done this.”
we won; we haven’t lost once.”
This outpouring brings a smile to
Smiles abound among second-graders, their
everyone’s face, and “Miss Marion”
teacher and reading specialist as the RtI
methods bring success to happy readers.
pulls flash cards out and stacks them
face down on the table. The kids on cue
watch Marion as she quickly holds up
the first card. “Does” the kids say in unison. The next card is flashed. “Today,”
they say and they rattle through the
remaining four words, “would, says,
have, there.” Miss Marion has lost again.
The kids are beaming, but no more so
than Allison Kretlow. M
✱ Learn more about the
JMU College of Education at www.jmu.edu/
coe/ and watch a video
featuring first-grade
teacher Rheannon Sorrells (‘04, ‘11M) at www.
jmu.edu/bethechange/
stories/warren_county_
reading.shtml.
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‘According to the precepts of RtI, much of the
deficits in reading abilities have more to do
with the methods of teaching instruction than
with the innate abilities of the students.’

Watch the video.
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